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Abstract. Several stellar systems (white dwarfs, red giants, horizontal branch stars and
possibly the neutron star in the supernova remnant Cassiopeia A) show a preference for a
mild non-standard cooling mechanism when compared with theoretical models. This exotic
cooling could be provided by Weakly Interacting Slim Particles (WISPs), produced in the hot
cores and abandoning the star unimpeded, contributing directly to the energy loss. Taken
individually, these excesses do not show a strong statistical weight. However, if one mechanism could consistently explain several of them, the hint could be significant. We analyze
the hints in terms of neutrino anomalous magnetic moments, minicharged particles, hidden
photons and axion-like particles (ALPs). Among them, the ALP represents the best solution.
Interestingly, the hinted ALP parameter space is accessible to the next generation proposed
ALP searches, such as ALPS II and IAXO.
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1

Introduction

For over two decades, observations of different stellar systems have shown deviations from
the expected behavior, indicating in all cases an over-efficient cooling [1, 2]. Deviations from
the standard model expectations were found in very diverse stellar systems: white dwarfs
(WDs) [3–10], old stars with inactive degenerate core; red giants (RGs) [11, 12], with a dense,
degenerate core and a nondegenerate burning shell; horizontal branch (HB) stars [13], with
a nondegenerate helium burning core; helium burning supergiants [14, 15], a few times more
massive than our sun and with a hot and relatively low dense core; and finally, very dense and
hot neutron stars (NS) [16–18]. Although each deviation, taken independently, has a small
statistical significance, normally about 1 σ, together they overwhelmingly seem to indicate a
systematic tendency of stars to cool more efficiently than predicted, as evident from Fig. 1.
Is this a hint to new physics? More observational data, and new specifically designed
experiments may help answering this question in the near future. With the data presently
at hand we cannot exclude the possibility that all the anomalous observations are the result
of inadequate understanding or poor statistics. However, we cannot discard the new physics
option either. In particular, the observed additional cooling could be due to a novel weakly
interactive slim particle (WISP) [19], responsible for efficiently carrying energy away from
the stellar interior. This possibility is certainly appealing and should be examined in detail.
The purpose of this work is to investigate quantitatively the new physics solution and
to select the candidate(s) which would better satisfy all the observations. Given the very
different properties of the stars which show anomalous cooling, the novel production mechanisms should have a quite peculiar dependence on temperature and density. This allows to
select only a few new physics candidates.
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Figure 1. Missing energy loss, ∆L, normalized over a reference luminosity, Lst , for different stellar
systems. The plot includes only stars for which an analysis with confidence levels was provided: the
three white dwarf variables G117-B15A [4], R548 [6] and PG 1351+489 [7]; an example from the
central region of the WDLF (MBol ∼ 9) [8, 9]; red giants [11, 12]; and HB stars [13]. For RG and
HB stars, the reference luminosity is taken to be the core average energy loss. The errors are derived
from the 1 σ uncertainties provided in the original literature.

As we shall see, axions, or more generally axion-like particles (ALPs), are the best
available candidates. The axion [20, 21] is a light pseudoscalar particle predicted by the
most widely accepted solution of the strong CP problem [22, 23] and a prominent dark
matter candidate [24–26]. Its interactions with photons and fermions are described by the
Lagrangian terms
X
1
gai aψ i γ5 ψi ,
Lint = − gaγ aFµν F̃ µν −
4

(1.1)

fermions

where gaγ = Caγ α/(2πfa ) and gai = Cai mi /fa , with Cγ and Ci model dependent parameters and fa a phenomenological scale known as the Peccei-Quinn symmetry breaking scale.
Moreover, in the so called QCD axion models, mass and Peccei-Quinn scale are related as1
(ma /1 eV) = 6 × 106 GeV/fa .
More general models of pseudoscalar particles, known as ALPs, which couple to photons and, possibly, to fermions but do not satisfy the above mass-coupling relation, emerge
naturally in various extensions of the Standard Model though, in general, their existence is
not related to the strong CP problem [30]. If light enough, these ALPs have been invoked to
solve various astrophysical puzzles, including the quest of the transparency of the universe
to very high energy (TeV) gamma rays (see sec. 7).
All this certainly accounts for the enthusiasm in the axion/ALP solution. However,
presently, there is not a coherent analysis which excludes, just on the basis of the various
observations, other possible candidates.
Neutrino electromagnetic form factors, if large enough, could, for example, account for
some of the observed anomalies. In particular, a neutrino magnetic moment could explain
the observed brightness of the RG tip in the M5 cluster [11]. However, as we will show, it
would be inadequate to explain the observed deviations of the number distribution of WD
per luminosity bin, the so called WD luminosity function (WDLF), from predictions, and
would not be helpful in explaining the anomalous behavior of He-burning stars. Analogously,
1

This mass-coupling relation is not a mandatory requirement for the solution of the strong CP problem,
though relaxing it may require non-minimal assumptions [27–29].
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a neutrino minicharge would not help solving the anomalies observed in very dense stars,
such as RGs and WDs.
Another prominent new physics candidate is the Hidden Photon (HP), a spin one field
weakly coupled to ordinary photons according to the Lagrangian [31, 32]
1 2
1 2
χ
m2
L = − Fµν
− Vµν
− Fµν V µν +
Vµν V µν ,
4
4
2
2

(1.2)

where F and V represent, respectively, the standard photon and the HP fields, m is the HP
mass and χ is a dimensionless coupling constant.
Being massive spin one fields, HP have two transverse and one longitudinal modes.
Contrarily to what happens for ALPs, ordinary photons can oscillate in HP without the need
of an external magnetic or electric field. These oscillations can contribute to HP production
in the stellar medium and, ultimately, to a more efficient stellar cooling.
The HP scenario has not been considered so far in the interpretations of the cooling
anomalies, perhaps since only recently a more clear description of the HP production rate
became available [33–37]. As we will show, for a particular combination of mass and coupling
HP could actually explain some of the cooling anomalies. However, most of the allowed region
in the parameter space hinted by the observations is excluded by other arguments.
This holds in the simplest HP model, (1.2), in which the HP acquires its mass through
the Stückelberg mechanism. Another possibility is that an extra (hidden) Higgs boson coupled to the HP exists and takes a vacuum expectation value. In this case, the hidden Higgs
behaves as a minicharged particle due to the kinetic mixing [32] and can also be produced in
stars. If the hidden Higgs is light the phenomenology in this case [38] is pretty much equivalent to the one in any other minicharged particle, because it dominates the stellar losses [34].
If it is very massive, it decouples and we recover the Stükelberg limit.
In this paper we will analyze the available observational data in order to quantify the
hints to new physics. We will proceed in the following way: In section 2 we review the
status of the cooling anomalies. In section 3 we analyze the WDLF and derive some hints
from general emission rates which are expressed as a power-law of the temperature, in a
model independent way. In section 4, we begin a discuss of the most common new-physics
candidates, starting with the neutrino magnetic moment. In section 5 we consider the case
of minicharged particles and in section 6 the case of hidden photons. The axion/ALP case is
studied in detail in section 7, where we also consider the global significance of the combined
hints from WD and RG on the axion-electron coupling. Finally, in section 8 we give our
discussion and conclusion.

2

Cooling anomalies

Deviation from the standard cooling theory have been observed for over 20 years in various
stellar systems. The current observational status is summarized in Fig. 1, which shows the
missing energy loss ∆L, normalized over a reference luminosity, Lst , for all cases where a
statistical analysis of the uncertainties is available. The hinted anomalous luminosities, with
their 1 σ uncertainties, were calculated from the errors provided in the original references
(see caption to Fig. 1).
The original hint to a cooling anomaly was derived from the measurement [3], in 1991,
of the period decrease Ṗ /P of the star G117-B15A, a spectral type DA pulsating WD, a class
known as DAV or ZZ Ceti. The reported measured period rate of change for the 215 s mode
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was Ṗ = (12.0 ± 3.5) × 10−15 s s−1 , substantially larger than what expected from standard
pulsation theory Ṗ = (2 − 6) × 10−15 s s−1 (see, e.g., [10]).
Since Ṗ /P is practically proportional to the cooling rate Ṫ /T , it appears that this
specific WD was cooling substantially faster than expected. The anomalous energy loss, Lx ,
can be estimated as [10]
Lx
Ṗobs
'
− 1,
Lst
Ṗth

(2.1)

where Lst is the standard energy loss. Accordingly, even in the most optimistic hypothesis,
one would find Lx & Lst from the results reported in [3].2
After several years of improved modeling and observations, G117-B15A still shows hints
to exotic cooling. Additionally, two more WD variables have shown a similar anomalous
behavior: R548, a DA variable very similar to G117-B15A, and PG 1351+489, a DB variable
(DBV) with quite different properties. The latest results are shown in table 1.
WD
G117 - B15A
R548
PG 1351+489

class
DA
DA
DB

Ṗobs [s/s]
(4.19 ± 0.73) × 10−15
(3.33 ± 1.1) × 10−15
(2.0 ± 0.9) × 10−13

Ṗth [s/s]
(1.25 ± 0.09) × 10−15
(1.1 ± 0.09) × 10−15
(0.81 ± 0.5) × 10−13

Table 1. Results for Ṗ for G117 - B15A [4], R548 [6], and PG 1351+489 [7].

Besides this, various studies of the WD luminosity function (WDLF), which represents
the WD number density per brightness interval, also seem to indicate a preference for an
additional cooling channel. This has been quantified in the literature in terms of cooling by
axion electron bremsstrahlung, pointing to an axion-electron coupling gae ' (1.4 ± 0.3) ×
10−13 (at 1 σ) [8], while showing no improvement in the assumption of a neutrino magnetic
moment [9]. In Fig. 1, we show the additional cooling deduced by the hinted results for the
axion electron coupling in [8]. Notice that ∆L, in the case of the WDLF, depends on the
particular WD luminosity. In Fig. 1 we show the hinted anomalous cooling for an example of
WD of intermediate brightness, MBol ∼ 9, where the bolometric magnitude MBol is defined
as MBol = 4.75 − 2.5 log(L/L ), with L the solar luminosity.
Further hints to anomalous energy loss in stars emerged in the recent analysis of the
Red Giant Branch (RGB) stars in [11, 12]. The studies showed a brighter than expected tip
of the RGB in the M5 globular cluster, indicating a somewhat over-efficient cooling during
the evolutionary phase preceding the helium flash. The anomalous brightness, ∆MI,tip ' 0.2
mag in absolute I−band magnitude, is within the calculated observational and modeling
errors, which include uncertainties in the mass loss, treatment of convection, equation of
state and cluster distance. However, as evident from Fig 1, the error budget seems to just
barely compensate for the difference between observed and expected brightness. A reduction
of the uncertainties, particularly a better determination of the cluster distance, which may
become possible with the GAIA mission, will certainly help clarifying the physical significance
of this discrepancy.
2
Notice that Eq. (2.1) is strictly valid only when Lx  Lst , so that the unperturbed model can be used to
estimate the energy loss. However, numerical studies show that the above estimates are reasonable even for
Lx ∼ a few Lst .
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Finally, a recent analysis [13] showed a mild disagreement between the observed and
the expected R-parameter, R = NHB /NRGB , which compares the numbers of stars in the HB
(NHB ) and in the upper portion of the RGB (NRGB ). More specifically, the observed value,
R = 1.39 ± 0.03 is somewhat smaller than the expected one 1.44 ≤ R ≤ 1.50. This indicates
a surplus of RGB with respect to the numerical prediction and suggests that HB stars are
cooling more efficiently, and therefore are less numerous, than expected.
Besides what shown in Fig. 1, additional deviations from the standard cooling theory
have been observed also in core He-burning stars of intermediate mass (M ∼ 10M ). The
problem, in this case, is that numerical simulations predict a larger number ratio of blue
over red supergiants (B/R), with respect to what is actually observed [14, 15]. The predicted
number would be lowered (alleviating or, perhaps, solving the B/R problem) in the hypothesis of an additional cooling channel efficient in the stellar core (but not in the H-burning
shell) [39–42]. An exact prediction of the required additional cooling is, however, presently
unavailable.
Finally, x-ray observations of the surface temperature of a neutron star in Cassiopeia
A [17, 43, 44] showed a cooling rate considerably faster than expected. The effect seems to
indicate the need for an additional energy loss roughly equal to the standard one. This was
interpreted in terms of an axion-nucleon coupling gan ∼ 4 × 10−10 [16] or as due to a phase
transition of the neutron condensate into a multicomponent state [18].
The most remarkable aspect of all these results is that the hints seem to overwhelmingly
point toward a positive ∆L, roughly of the same order of the standard luminosity, as clear
from Fig. 1, indicating a systematic problem common to all the studied stellar systems.
The current inability to reconcile these relatively large anomalous observations with models
shows the limits of our understanding of stellar evolution, either in the theoretical modeling
or in the observations. The current data is not sufficient to provide a clear solution to this
problem. A new physics option is certainly appealing but should be critically investigated.
In the following sections we will show that, among the new physics candidates, ALPs provide
an ideal solution. Interestingly, the ALP hinted region of the parameter space is accessible
to the new generation ALP detectors, in particular ALPS II [45] and the International Axion
Observatory (IAXO) [46–48].

3

Model independent analysis of the WDLF

The analysis of the WDLF can reveal interesting insights in new physics. Since WDs are
(practically) only loosing energy, during their evolution they become less and less luminous.
Therefore, the number distribution of WD per luminosity bin provides information about the
WD evolution and so about the cooling efficiency.
For a WD of fixed mass and chemical composition, the stellar luminosity is, with a good
approximation, a function of the (central) temperature only. Therefore, an accurate analysis
of the observed and expected WDLF may reveal not only the presence of an additional cooling
channel, but also of its temperature dependence.
Some recent analyses of the WDLF at intermediate luminosities seem to indicate the
need for additional cooling to properly fit the expected distribution of WDs . However, the
situation is far from clear since different observations seem to be in disagreement even within
their reported errors, especially in the hottest bins, Mbol . 7 (see [8] and reference therein).
The WDLF has been used to test new physics hypothesis, in particular, the axion and
the anomalous magnetic moment. Recent analyses showed a considerable improvement of
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Figure 2. Contours of the 1, 2, 3 and 4 σ C.L. in the n and Cx parameter space, defined in Eq. (3.2).
The red dot refers to the best fit value: nbest = 3.49, Cx,best = 1.31 × 10−4 . The analysis is based on
the data in [9] for 7.75 . Mbol . 14.25.

the fitting when an ALP coupled to electrons is included as an additional cooling channel [8],
−13 (at 1 σ), while a neutrino magnetic
hinting to an ALP-electron coupling gae = 1.4+0.28
−0.35 ×10
moment has shown negligible effects [9].
A more recent study of the hot part of the WDLF [49] showed no significant improvement
of the fit, even with the addition of an ALP coupled to electrons. The hot section, however,
has larger errors and the effect of axions may be hidden by the standard neutrino cooling
there, since they have a production rate steeper in temperature. Further analysis is perhaps
necessary to clarify this question and we will not consider it further in this paper.
For the colder WDs, 7.75 . Mbol . 14.25, the neutrino cooling can be ignored and the
particular shape of the WDLF can be described by a simple power law [50–52]:
Lγ = Cγ L T73.5 ,

(3.1)

where Cγ is a dimensionless constant, and T7 is the central temperature in units of 107 K.
In this case, the expected number of WD per luminosity bin, Nexp , can be approximated
by Ñexp given by log Ñexp = 27 Mbol + b, where b is a function of the WD characteristics.3
Comparing the exact form of Nexp from [9] with Eq. (3.1) and using M = 0.6M we find the
best fit value Cγ = 8.5 × 10−4 .
Adopting the approximation in Eq. (3.1), allows a more general model-independent
analysis of exotic cooling rates of the form
Lx = Cx T7n L .

(3.2)



q = Ñexp − Nobs /Ñexp ' Lx /Lγ ,

(3.3)

Let us define

3

See, e.g., [52], sec. 2.2.2.
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where the last equality is valid when Lx  Lγ . Notice that q is a function of Cx and n. A
comparison of the measured q with the one calculated in terms of Cx and n can therefore
provide insights about the two parameters characterizing the anomalous rate (3.2).
We performed a χ2 -test with our χ2 variable computed as
2

χ (Cx , n) =

X  q(Cx , n)2 − q 2
δq

,

(3.4)

with q calculated directly from Ñexp and Nobs , and q(Cx , n) as a function of Cx and n. The
data for the analysis, including the uncertainties in Nobs , are taken from ref. [9]. The errors
in Ñexp have been calculated, conservatively, as δ Ñexp = |Nexp − Ñexp |.
With this hypothesis, we find χ2min = 3.4 for n = 3.5 and Cx = 1.3 × 10−4 . The contours
for the hinted parameters at 1 to 4 σ are shown in Fig. 2. The fit is excellent. We have
used 14 data points for a two-parameter fit. So, Nd.o.f. = 12 and χ2 /Nd.o.f. = 0.28. Notice
also that, taking T7 ∼ 1, the values of Cx show that indeed Lx  Lγ , as we had originally
assumed.
In general, our analysis indicates a clear preference for additional cooling, at about 4 σ.
This is a higher confidence level than what is derived from the analysis in Ref. [8], which
used a wider range of WD magnitudes and assumed the cooling to be induced by axions only
(which corresponds to fixing n = 4).
Although our procedure is necessarily approximated and cannot be extended to the hot
part of the WDLF, it does show a preference for additional cooling and, as we shall see, in
particular for ALPs or HPs, among the most common new-physics candidates.

4

The case of a neutrino magnetic moment

Among the possible new physics candidates the neutrino magnetic moment is certainly one
of the most widely studied. If equipped with a large (with respect to the standard model
prediction) magnetic moment, neutrinos could be efficiently produced in a dense environment
through an electromagnetically induced plasmon decay γ → ν ν̄ [53].
The most current bound on the neutrino magnetic moment is derived from the analysis
of RG branch stars in M5 [11, 12]. The reported constraint is µν ≤ 2.6(4.5) × 10−12 µB , at
68% (95%) C.L., where µB is the Bohr magneton. In the same analysis, it was also pointed
out that a small neutrino magnetic moment, µν ' 1.8 × 10−12 µB , could actually improve
the agreement between the observed and predicted brightness of the RG branch tip in M5
discussed in sec. 2.
The recent asteroseismology analysis [7] of PG 1351+489, a WD variable of spectral
type DB, hinted to a somewhat larger value, µν ' 5 × 10−12 µB . This is a little above the
2 σ bound from the RGB analysis. However, given the large uncertainties in the physics of
the DBV, the two results are compatible and may indicate that a neutrino magnetic moment
could provide a good solution at least for the anomalies observed in dense stars.
As we shall see, this is not the case. Allowing neutrinos to have a neutrino magnetic
moment of a few 10−12 µB would not help explaining the observed WD behaviors.
As shown in [53], the electromagnetically induced plasmon emission rate has the same
temperature dependence of the standard plasmon process, which, at the high density characterizing the WD interior, is very steep in T . More precisely, in the environment typical of
the WD interior the neutrino emission rate is roughly proportional to T 8 [54]. As shown in
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sec. 3, this temperature dependence is too steep to account for the observed behavior of the
WDLF and is excluded at more than 4 σ. This result is in agreement with the analysis in
Ref. [9] which showed no substantial improvement of the WDLF (in this case the analysis
included also the hotter section) when a neutrino magnetic moment was added.
Additionally, again because of this steep temperature dependence, it would be impossible for a neutrino magnetic moment to explain simultaneously the pulsation problems observed in the DA and DB variables. A rough estimate is enough to prove this statement. The
internal temperature in the DA stars is about a factor of 3.8 lower than the one in PG 1351
(compare Fig. 1 in [5] and Fig. 4 in [7]). Hence, according to the temperature dependence of
the production rate, the magnetic moment induced rate would be suppressed by a factor of
roughly 4 × 104 . However, the hinted luminosity in the DA WDs is only about an order of
magnitude smaller than in PG 1351. Since the neutrino rate is proportional to µ2ν , one would
need an enormous neutrino magnetic moment to explain the additional cooling observed in
the DA variables, something about two orders of magnitude above the current upper limit.
Besides this, the magnetic moment induced plamon decay rate (just like the standard
one) is largely suppressed in low density environments. In fact, because of the peculiar
plasmon dispersion relation [52], a low plasma frequency kinematically restricts the ability
for plasmon to decay into neutrinos. Hence, for any reasonable value of µν , the additional
magnetic moment induced cooling would be negligible during the HB evolution [52] or the
He-burning stage of a massive star [55], and would therefore be inadequate to explain the
cooling excesses observed in those stars.

5

Minicharged particles

Another widely discussed option for physics beyond the standard model is a minicharged
particle (MCP). A MCP is a fermion ψ coupled to ordinary photons A just like standard
model fermions, however with a very small charge: Lint =  e ψ̄γµ ψAµ , with e the electron
charge and   1 a phenomenological parameter [56].
Light fermions with such a small charge could be produced through plasmon decay, just
like ordinary neutrinos or neutrinos with an anomalous magnetic moment. The emission rate
would in this case have the same temperature dependence as these processes, but a less steep
density dependence [53].
Because of the weaker density dependence, an MCP could be more more efficiently
produced in low density stars such as HBs or the sun [52]. The most recent bound,  ≤
2 × 10−14 (95% C.L.), is derived from a careful helioseismiological analysis of the sun [57],
and corresponds to the results previously obtained from the analysis of RG branch and HB
stars [56].
The MCP, however, offers an inadequate solution to the cooling anomalies. In particular,
because of the steep temperature dependence we can draw the same conclusions about WDs
derived for the neutrino magnetic moment. Namely, this new physics mechanism would not
permit the simultaneous explanation of the DA and DB WD variables, nor improve the fit
of the WDLF.
Similar conclusions can be drawn when the new particle couples to the plasma charges
through kinetic mixing with a massive HP. In this case, one cannot speak about minicharges
but the charged particles of the standard model become charged under the new particle, which
has almost similar consequences for the emission of the MCP-like particle. In particular, the
temperature dependence of the loss-rate is T 6 [58], too steep to explain the anomaly.
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6

Hidden photons

Hidden Photons have enjoyed a considerable interest revival recently [33–36, 58–60]. However,
there is currently no study of the cooling excesses in terms of HPs. In this section we analyze
separately the hints to the HP parameter space from our analysis of the cold section of the
WDLF and from the other cooling anomalies.
6.1

Hints from the WD luminosity function

Here we apply the results of sec. 3 to find for which parameters the emission of HPs from
WDs could substantially improve the WDLF fit.
The analysis, in this case, is not quite as straightforward as for the other candidates
discussed in this work. In fact, the HP production rate, dominated by the emission of
longitudinal modes, is, in general, not a power law of the temperature. Additionally, the rate
is a function of both the HP mass and coupling constant.
In the case of low mass, the emission rate of longitudinal HPs is [35]
ε'

3
χ2 m2 ωpl

,
4πρ eωpl /T − 1

(6.1)

where ωpl is the plasma frequency of the WD in the location where the HP energy ω satisfies
the resonance condition ω = ωpl .
In the center of a WD, ωpl ' 30 keV while the temperature is a few keV. Therefore,
the 1 in the denominator can be neglected, in a first approximation. In this case we can
approximate the rate in Eq. (6.1) as a power law in the temperature in an interval ∆T
around a typical temperature T0 ∼ (2 − 3) keV. Using ln ∆T /T0 as the expansion parameter,
we find that ε ∼ ∆T n , with n = ωpl /(4T0 ) ∼ 3 − 4, well within the 1 − 2 σ regions shown in
Fig. 2. A numerical analysis performed on a grid of WD models shows that the HP emission
rate follows indeed a power law with surprising accuracy, at least for masses well below ωpl ,
with n ∼ 3 − 4. Therefore, we do expect that, for particular combinations of coupling and
mass, HPs would help the WDLF fit.
At small masses, since the emission rate is proportional to (χm)2 , we see that the hinted
HP region should be a band in the log χ − log m parameter space between two parallel lines
of slope −1. Our numerical calculation of the emission rate (without approximating the
exponent and without assuming a small mass) confirms this behavior, as shown in the left
panel of Fig. 3.
6.2

Hints from WD pulsation, RG and HB stars

As said, there is currently no study of the cooling anomalies in terms of HPs. In particular,
there is no analysis with simulations which include HPs as a possible cooling channel. We can,
however, gain some insight on the hinted HP parameter space by comparing the anomalous
luminosities, shown in Fig. 1, with the HP rates calculated from standard (unperturbed)
stellar models. The result of this analysis is shown in the right panel of Fig. 3.
The solar exclusion region is calculated by integrating the HP emission rate, both the
transverse and longitudinal contributions, over the standard solar model [62] and selecting
only the parameter space such that Lx ≤ 0.1L .
For the RGB and HB stars, we used typical models derived by means of the FUNS
(FUll Network Stellar evolution) code [63–65] (curtesy of Oscar Straniero). Based on the
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Figure 3. Summary of the regions in the HP parameter space hinted by the observed cooling
anomalies. Left panel: Areas in the HP mass-coupling parameter space corresponding to the 1 and
2 σ regions shown in Fig. 2. The numerical analysis was performed on a grid of WD models simulated
with MESA [61]. The regions excluded by the sun and the HB stars are also shown. Right panel:
Summary of the hints to HP from the WD pulsation (the yellow band represents the region hinted
by the analysis of R548 while the orange band that hinted by PG 1351+489) and HB stars (dark
magenta band labeled in black). Superimposed are the constraints from the sun (blue area), HB (light
magenta area), and RGB stars (gray area above the dashed line). For clarity, we have not included
the region hinted by the WDLF, shown in the left panel.

discussion in [36], as dominant cooling channel we used the HP L-mode for RGB stars and
the HP T-mode for HB stars. The HB hinted region (light magenta area) corresponds to the
luminosity shown in Fig. 1, derived from the 1 σ interval for gaγ in [13]. For the RGB, we
are showing only the exclusion plot, calculated according to the results in the most recent
analyses [11, 12].
In the case of the pulsating WDs, we compared the measured and expected period
change as reported in [6] for R548 (which we chose as a representative for the DA class)
and [7] for PG 1351+489. In both cases, we derived the exotic energy loss using Eq. (2.1).
This could be not completely accurate since the additional energy loss is quite large, especially
in the case of R548. The hinted HP parameter space (mass and coupling) is derived using
MESA simulations of WD models with characteristics similar to those used in the refereces
above. The results are shown in the yellow (WD-DA) and orange (WD-DB) bands in Fig. 3.
In the case of the pulsating WD PG 1351+489, the 1 σ interval could extend to include the
standard case, where no additional cooling is necessary. So, the lower bound in the hinted
band in Fig. 3 is only indicative and could extend to lower couplings.
Although these results are based on several simplifications and the exact regions could
be slightly modified, it is clear from the figure that a HP cannot easily accommodate the
different hints, no matter its mass and coupling. A more detailed analysis, however, should
require a full simulation of the stellar evolution including the HP cooling channel.

7

Axion-like particles

ALPs have enjoyed a considerable attention lately, in relation to several astrophysical observations.
Besides being able to explain the stellar cooling anomalies, as we shall discuss further
in this section, and being dark matter candidates [66], light ALPs have been invoked to
explain other astrophysical anomalies, such as the seeming transparency of the universe
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to very high energy (TeV) gamma rays in the galactic and extragalactic medium [67–69]
and some anomalous redshift-dependence of AGN gamma-ray spectra [70] (though this last
hypothesis currently shows some conflict with the SN1987A bound on the axion-photon
coupling [71]). More recently, it was also pointed out that anomalous X-ray observations
of the active Sun suggest an ALP-photon coupling of the same size hinted by the other
analyses [72]. Interestingly, the required couplings are not excluded by experiments nor by
phenomenological considerations and are accessible to the new generation ALP detectors, in
particular ALPS II [45] and the International Axion Observatory (IAXO) [46–48].
In this section we present the hints on the axion/ALP coupling from the cooling anomalies, based on the published literature. In sec. 7.1 and 7.2 we review, respectively, the hints on
the ALP-photon coupling from helium burning stars and on the ALP-nucleons coupling from
neutron stars. In sec. 7.3 we propose a new global analysis for the hints on the ALP-electron
coupling from all the combined anomalous observations.
7.1

Hints to the ALP-photon coupling from He-burning stars

The analysis of the R-parameter in [13] showed a mild preference for additional cooling, as
shown in Fig. 1. This can be interpreted as a hint to an ALP, produced through Primakoff
process in the HB core. Such an analysis indicates
−10
gaγ = 0.45+0.12
GeV−1
−0.16 × 10

(68% CL) ,

for ma . 30 keV ,

(7.1)

for the ALP-photon coupling. At 2 σ the result for the coupling is compatible with zero.
Remarkably, the hinted value for gaγ is roughly the same of what required for the ALP
explanation of the observed transparency hints – the latter requiring however ma . 10−7 eV
– and is in full reach of the next generation ALP detectors [45–48].
A recent revision by one of us (MG), which included errors from the most important
nuclear reactions and a more careful determination of the R-parameter, suggested a more
conservative estimate [73],
gaγ = (0.29 ± 0.18) × 10−10 GeV−1

(68% CL) ,

for ma . 30 keV .

(7.2)

Additionally, the observed smaller than predicted number ratio of blue over red supergiants in open clusters (see Ref. [15] and references therein) could also point to an ALP-photon
coupling [40–42]. ALPs produced through the Primakoff process would be efficient in the
He-burning stellar core, while would be irrelevant in the colder H-burning shell. Such a
mechanism is known to accelerate the blue loop stage, reducing therefore the number of blue
with respect to red supergiants [39].
The analysis in Ref. [40] indicated that an axion-photon coupling of a few 10−11 GeV−1 ,
in the same range as the one hinted by the HB anomaly, would reduce the number of expected
blue stars, alleviating or perhaps solving the anomaly. However, in this case the uncertainties
in the microphysics and in the observations are, essentially, unquantifiable.
We finally notice that the emission of ALPs with a comparative coupling may affect the
nucleosynthesis in massive stars, particularly the Neon yield [74]. However, at the moment
the predictions need quite some refinement and reliable observables are missing.
7.2

Hints to the ALP-nucleon coupling from neutron stars

Recently, x-ray observations of the surface temperature of a neutron star (NS) in the supernova remnant Cassiopeia A showed a cooling rate considerably faster than expected. The
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effect may be interpreted in terms energy loss due to ALP bremsstrahlung on nucleons,
requiring an ALP-nucleon coupling [16] of the order of
gan ∼ 4 × 10−10 .

(7.3)

A confidence level in this result is at the moment unavailable. Moreover, the uncertainties in
the physics of neutron stars cooling make this only a marginal hint and the effect could have
a different origin [18]. If one insists on an ALP interpretation, it would be important to make
sure that such a coupling does not shorten significantly the neutrino pulse of the SN1987A.
It has been pointed out recently that this anomaly is compatible with the constraints and
the WD and RG hints if the ALP is a QCD axion of the DFSZ type [75].
7.3

Hints to the ALP-electron coupling from WDs and RGs

All the observed anomalies from WDs (both pulsation and luminosity function) and RGB
stars can be interpreted as a hint to a possible ALP-electron coupling. We shall argue that
the same applies also to the HB star hint, discussed in sec. 7.1, which so far has been studied
only in relation to the ALP-photon coupling.
The dominant ALP production mechanism in a WD or RGB star is electron bremsstrahlung, e + X → e + X + a, where X is either an electron or a nucleus and a is the ALP.
The emission rate for this process is proportional to T 4 [76], a power law of the temperature
with an exponent remarkably close to our best fit value in the analysis of the WDLF in sec. 3.
In He-burning stars, the Compton production, γ + e− → a + e− , contributes as much
as the bremsstrahlung processes. Using the HB models of [77] and the emission rates sum2 /4π in
marized in [78] we obtain the HB axion luminosity Lgae ' 1.33α26 L , with α26 = gae
−26
units of 10 , and a reduction of the HB lifetime δtHB /tHB ' −0.067α26 , where we adopted
a typical Helium fusion luminosity of 20L .
The ALP-electron coupling has also an indirect effect on the R-parameter. The energy
loss during the RGB phase leads to a larger core mass. From the recent simulations [11, 12]
of the RGs of the cluster M5 we found the analytical approximation, valid for α26 . 2.8,
p

0.75
δMc = 0.024M
4πα26 + (1.23)2 − 1.23 − 0.921 α26
.
(7.4)
With both these additions, the ratio of HB to RG stars presented in [13] is updated to
2
R = 6.26Y − 0.12 − 0.14g10
− 1.61δMc − 0.067α26 ,

(7.5)

dR
where Y is the primordial He abundance and g10 = gaγ × 1010 GeV. The factor dδM
=
c
−0.7 × ln(10) = −1.61 was derived in [79, 80]. Repeating the analysis of [13] but now with
two possible energy loss channels, we find the 1σ, 2σ intervals depicted in the left panel of
Fig. 4.
Notice that a value of α26 = 0.63+0.5
−0.4 could account for the anomaly even in the absence
of the ALP-photon channel. Although – within the error – this possibility cannot be excluded,
the required coupling is slightly above the most current bound α26 < 0.54 [12]. Additionally,
a comparison with the other hints, along the line discussed below, shows that the assumption
that the HB hint could be explained solely by an ALP-electron coupling is quite disfavored
(χ2min = 20, for 4 d.o.f.).
The result changes slightly when we adopt the new analysis in [73]. In this case, we
find a somewhat different prediction for the R-parameter dependence on the ALP-photon
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Figure 4. Hinted 1 and 2 σ regions from the analysis of the R-parameter in sec. 7.3. The current
bound from the RGB analysis in M5 [12] is also shown.

coupling,
p
R = 7.33Y + 0.02 − 0.095 21.86 + 21.08g10 − 1.61δMc − 0.067α26 ,

(7.6)

which leads to the 1 and 2 σ intervals shown in the right panel of Fig. 4.
In this case, the suggested value for the ALP-electron coupling necessary to explain
the HB hint without requiring also an additional ALP-photon coupling is lowered to α26 =
0.38+0.3
−0.24 , within the currently allowed range and more in agreement with the other hints, as
discussed below.
The hinted values from the different analyses are shown in Tab. 2. The last row refers to
the hint from the R-parameter discussed above (the HB hint) but with the assumption that
the ALP interacts only with electrons. Notice that an additional ALP-photon coupling would
change this hinted value, as shown in Fig. 4, or even eliminate it, as discussed in sec. 7.3. The
other hints, on the other hand, would be essentially unaffected by an ALP-photon coupling
below the allowed bounds. Therefore, we treat these hints on a different footing and, in
presenting the analysis of the data in the table, we will show separately the cases where we
include or not the HB hint.
G117 - B15A
R548
PG 1351+489
WDLF
RG
HB

α26
1.87 ± 0.53
1.82 ± 1.03
0.52 ± 0.67
0.156 ± 0.068
0.26 ± 0.28
0.38 ± 0.3

references
[4]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[12]
this work

Table 2. Results for α26 at 1 σ from WD pulsation, WDLF and RGB stars. In the case of the WDLF
analysis, the 1 σ interval is extracted from the inset in fig. 6 in [8].

All the observations hint to a positive coupling square (therefore to an additional energy
loss) though in two cases the 1 σ intervals are compatible with the standard model solution
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Figure 5. Global fits for α26 from WD pulsation, WDLF, and RGB (cfr. table 3). The black (red)
curves show the analysis which includes (does not include) the hint from the R-parameter (HB-hint).
Left panel: assuming that the analyzed WD DA mode is trapped; Right panel: removing the WD DA
mode trapped assumption.

or even with an additional energy source. In the case of PG 1351+489, there is no study
which considered the axion and we derived the 1 σ limits on α26 shown in Tab. 2 using the
approximate formula (2.1).
What can we learn from the results in Tab. 2?
First of all, it is noticeable that the results from the two DA WD, G117 - B15A and
R548, hint to a much larger coupling constant than all other observations. This may be
due to the hypothesis that the particular oscillating mode examined (in both cases, the one
with period about 215 s) is trapped in the envelope (see, e.g., [4]). This assumption may be
incorrect (see, e.g. discussion in [8]) although currently there is no certainty and this is still
subject to speculations.
Relaxing the trapping hypothesis, the period change can be estimated as Ṗ ' 3.9 ×
10−15 s/s [4], now within 1 σ of the measured one, though still smaller. Interestingly, in
this case we would expect an additional luminosity corresponding to gae ' 10−13 , quite
closer to what predicted by RG and WDLF. More accurately, from Eq. (2.1) we find Lx =
(0.074 ± 0.19)Lst , with Lst = 1.2 × 1031 erg/s [4]. So, using for example Eq. (6) in reference [5]
for the ALP emission, we find α26 = 0.079 ± 0.201.
To quantitatively compare the different hints to α26 shown in Tab. 2 we preformed a
χ2 analysis, where each hint is weighted with its own 1 σ error. In our analysis, however,
we did not consider the two results from the DAV as independent hints. Although the two
measurements were independently performed, the two stars share very similar properties
and both results were based on a very similar hypothesis. Perhaps, the most conservative
procedure should be to consider R548 as the representative for the DAV, since it has a larger
error. In this case we find the results shown in Tab. 3. The significance level of the combined
analysis is shown in Fig. 5.
Notice that using the result from G117 - B15A, rather than R548, would give a somewhat
worse fit (χ2min = 10.5) perhaps indicating that the errors provided in this case are too
optimistic or that the mode is indeed not trapped, or simply that ALPs are not the correct
solution for this problem.

8

Conclusions

For several years various independent observations of different stellar systems have shown an
anomalous efficient cooling. The current situation is summarized in Fig. 1.
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mode trapped
YES

HB hint
NO

results
χ2min = 2.96 (3 d.o.f.),
gae = 0 excluded at 2.6 σ ,
α26 = 0.17± 0.13 (at 2 σ) ,
gae ×1013 = 1.47+0.48
−0.76 (at 2 σ) ,

NO

NO

χ2min = 0.57 (3 d.o.f.),
gae = 0 excluded at 2.5 σ ,
α26 = 0.16± 0.13 (at 2 σ) ,
gae ×1013 = 1.41+0.48
−0.78 (at 2 σ) ,

YES

YES

χ2min = 3.42 (4 d.o.f.),
gae = 0 excluded at 2.8 σ ,
α26 = 0.18± 0.13 (at 2 σ) ,
gae ×1013 = 1.50+0.47
−0.71 (at 2 σ) ,

NO

YES

χ2min = 1.11 (4 d.o.f.),
gae = 0 excluded at 2.7 σ ,
α26 = 0.17± 0.12 (at 2 σ) ,
gae ×1013 = 1.46+0.45
−0.67 (at 2 σ) .

Table 3. Results for gae at 1 σ from WD pulsation, WDLF and RG stars.

In this work we have presented a coherent analysis of these anomalies and of the possible
new physics solutions based on WISPs. Our analysis shows a particular preference for a
pseudoscalar axion-like solution. A summary of the hinted regions in the ALP-photon/ALPelectron parameter space is shown in Fig. 6, where the light blue band labeled HB/RG is
derived assuming the more recent results in [73] for the R-parameter (cf. sec. 7.3).
The other WISPy candidates studied, on the other hand, seem to be inadequate to
explain the combined observed cooling excesses. As discussed in sec. 4, a neutrino magnetic
moment would be a good candidate to explain the observation of the RGB tip, but fails to
improve the WDLF or to explain the longer than expected rate of period change in the DAV.
Additionally, it would be inadequate in explaining the hinted faster than expected cooling of
the HB stars.
The hidden photon solution, though appealing since HPs could explain some of the observed anomalies and have a peculiar emission rate which could improve the WDLF fit, seem
to require mass and coupling in regions already excluded by other astrophysics arguments
(see Fig. 3). Additionally, there does not seem to be a good overlap of the hinted areas.
The ALP solution, on the other hand, seems to be particularly efficient.
First of all, observations of the cold section of the WDLF, which can be approximated
as a power law and so allow for a model independent analysis of new physics processes, show
a preference for an additional cooling channel characterized by an emission rate of the form
T n , with n ∼ 4, the exponent predicted for the ALP production rate in a WD.
Additionally, the combined analysis of the WDs and RGB stars hints to an axionelectron coupling gae ' 1.5 × 10−13 , while the non-ALP solution seems to be excluded at
more than 2.5 σ, as shown in Tab. 3. As shown in Fig. 6, large portions of the hinted area is
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within reach of the proposed ALP search experiments, ALPS II [45] and IAXO [46–48].
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�
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α��
Figure 6. Summary of the hinted region in the ALP parameter space (ALP-photon/ALP-electron
coupling). See text for details. The yellow band indicates motivated QCD axion models. The
projected sensitivity of the next generation ALP experiments, ALPS II and IAXO, is also shown.

Last but not least, if appropriately coupled to photons and nucleons, ALPs could also
explain the observed anomalous R-parameter [13] and the fast cooling of the NS in Cassiopeia
A [16]. In fact, it has been noted in Ref. [1], that all the cooling excesses and even the
transparency hint can be explained by a pseudo Nambu-Goldstone boson ALP with ma .
0.1 µeV and symmetry breaking scale
fa ∼ 108 GeV,

(8.1)

provided that the dimensionless coefficients relating the respective coupling strength and fa ,
gaγ =

α Caγ
,
2π fa

gae =

Cae me
,
fa

gan =

Can mn
,
fa

(8.2)

are of order4
Caγ ∼ 1,

Cae ∼ Can ∼ 10−2 .

(8.3)

4
Intriguingly, in LARGE volume string compactifications, in which the volume V of the compactified
extra dimensions is stabilized at an exponentially large value in units of the string size,
√ the decay constant
of closed string ALPs is generically much smaller than the Planck scale, fa ∼ MPl / V, and their matter
coupling coefficients Caf are generically suppressed by a factor α ∼ 10−2 in comparison to the photon coupling
coefficient Caγ , realizing the required properties [81].
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Alternatively, the stellar cooling excesses may be explained by a QCD axion A with
fA ∼ 109 GeV,

mA ∼ meV,

CAγ ∼ CAe ∼ CAn ∼ 1,

(8.4)

while the transparency hint requires then an additional ALP with
fa ∼ 108 GeV,

ma . 0.1 µeV,

Caγ ∼ 1,

Cae ∼ Can  1.

(8.5)

Intriguingly, a QCD axion of DFSZ type in the above mass range could even account for the
dark matter in the universe [82]. A more detailed analysis of specific well motivated models
which could account for such parameters is in preparation.
Though a novel cooling channel induced by a new particle is not the only solution
to the cooling anomalies, it may be the simplest, if we are willing to accept new physics.
Additionally, it is certainly an appealing solution. After the negative results of the LHC
searches for a massive dark matter candidate, perhaps we should look elsewhere, to the low
energy frontier, and stars may be hinting at its presence.
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